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一、綜合測驗：８％ 

1. My brother insisted on taking his trip to the Jade Mountain _____ the bad weather. 

(A) despite   (B) in spite   (C) though   (D) even if 

2. I get used to _____ a glass of warm milk before going to bed. However, tonight I am running out 

of milk. I have no choice but _____ warm water. 

(A) drink; drink  (B) drinking; to drink (C) drink; to drink  (D) drinking; drinking 

3. Mother seemed not quite happy about the result. She stood there _____ her hands _____ in front 

of the chest. 

(A) with; crossed  (B) found; crossed  (C) with; crossing  (D) found; crossed 

4. Consumers are always lured by _____ junk foods _____ hamburgers, French fries, milkshake, 

which are high-calorie and low-fiber and never benefit our health. 

(A) such; like   (B) so; like   (C) such; as   (D) so; with 

5. Generally speaking, love is _____ the key factor in successful marriages. 

(A) viewed to be  (B) regarded as  (C) considered as  (D) looked on 

6. My girlfriend told me she needed to leave _____ she couldn’t be back soon. 

(A) but that   (B) and that   (C) now that   (D) in that 

7. Choose the CORRECT sentence. 

(A) Here are some magazines. Just take whatever you like. 

(B) Whatever the police discovered could become evidence against the man. 

(C) Whoever the manager trusts will get the promotion. 

(D) You should always be thankful to whomever gives you a hand. 

8. Choose the INCORRECT sentence. 

(A) Many teenagers find it excited to play computer games. 

(B) Most students think it exhausting to study all day long. 

(C) Twenty doctors work in this hospital. Some are male while the others are female. 

(D) Cars come in different sizes. Some are small; others are large. 

 

二、狄克生片語：１０％ 

     “Jack, come here,” said Ms. Gibson. “This is your third time of being late this week. Please 

explain this.” Jack came forward and tried to make excuses but still   9  . “Uh, Ms. Gibson,” 

mumbled Jack, “I promise it will never happen again.” “My mother asked me to   10   her and 

that’s why I missed the bus.” Being unconvinced, Ms. Gibson decided not to   11   this young man 

any longer. She shouted and threatened to call his parents to the school. “Maybe it’s time to see who 

can   12   such a naughty boy,” she thought to herself. The next day, Jack’s mother was phoned and 

invited to the school. In their meeting, Ms. Gibson couldn’t help complaining about Jack’s 
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performance at school—  13   other kids, he was smart, but not willing to study hard; he learned 

quickly, but never finished or   14   homework on time. Day in, day out, Jack   15   but he 

seemed satisfied with that. And this bothered Ms. Gibson. After hearing the teacher’s comments, Jack’s 

mother replied quite calmly, “Oh, I am not trying to   16  , but you know some kids show brilliant 

gifts at their young age, just as my little Jack does. He can deal with everything   17  . Don’t worry 

about that.” “OK, I see.” “Gee, Jack seems to be spoiled by his parents. No wonder he can face his own 

problems   18  ,” Ms. Gibson thought. Finishing the conversation, she decided to give Jack a lesson 

and tell him how to take his own duty. 

 

9. (A) in favor   (B) in sight   (C) in vain   (D) in effect 

10. (A) run errands for (B) play jokes on  (C) have an eye for (D) make use of 

11. (A) catch up with  (B) end up with  (C) come up with  (D) put up with 

12. (A) blow up   (B) bring up   (C) beat up   (D) boil up 

13. (A) named after  (B) inspired from  (C) encouraged by (D) compared with 

14. (A) handed in  (B) handed out  (C) passed away  (D) passed down 

15. (A) dug in   (B) held up   (C) fooled around  (D) spoke out 

16. (A) run away   (B) get lost   (C) show off   (D) break down 

17. (A) at times   (B) without fail  (C) below average (D) on earth 

18. (A) in no way  (B) in the extreme  (C) in no mood  (D) in the dark 

 

三、克漏字：２０％ 

【A】  Stonehenge is a rather ancient mystery which has been lasting for a long time. Its origin can be 

  19   to four thousand years ago. In the southern England   20   many ruins of Stonehenge. 

Among them, the most famous site is the old formation of standing stones on Salisbury Plain. It 

structure   21   two rings, one inside the other. According to scientific researches, some of the 

stones came from the local area while the others   22   did not. It has been long wondered how such 

huge stones could be moved to the present location. One theory is that aliens built Stonehenge since it 

is impossible for humans to move such huge, heavy stones without modern technology. Interestingly 

enough, several crop circles were discovered in the   23   areas. Many have found it difficult to 

think it is just coincidence, as there have be sightings of UFOs around these standing stones. 

 

19. (A) exported   (B) dated back  (C) traced back  (D) devoted 

20. (A) have    (B) scatter   (C) is    (D) exists 

21. (A) is made up of  (B) composes of  (C) consisting of  (D) forming 

22. (A) perfectly   (B) eventually  (C) impossibly  (D) obviously 

23. (A) surrounding  (B) surrounded  (C) selecting   (D) selected 

 

【B】  Geography is the first factor that plays an important role in choosing certain foods over others. 

For instance, Japan contains many islands and islets, so the Japanese diet is rich in seafood. Another 

example is millet, which   24   in the hot climate. It is one of the main crops in Africa and can be 
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also found in certain Asian countries   25   the average temperature tends to be high. 

       26   geography, customs and traditions also affect the choices of food. On New Year’s Day, 

the Greeks bake a special type of bread   27   a lucky coin, which is usually made of silver or gold. 

  28   find coins in their servings of the bread are likely to be blessed with good luck in the 

following year. 

 

24. (A) unites   (B) witnesses   (C) shaves   (D) thrives 

25. (A) which   (B) in that   (C) where   (D) whose 

26. (A) Except for  (B) Beside   (C) Other than  (D) In addition 

27. (A) to contain  (B) contains   (C) containing  (D) contained 

28. (A) People who  (B) One who   (C) Whomever  (D) Whatever 

 

四、文意選填：２５％（Ａ部份每格１分；Ｂ部份每格２分） 

【A】 A. ingredient B. realize C. meanwhile 

D. communicate E. harmony AB. constantly 

29. Do you _____ what your mistake is? You need to correct it as soon as possible. 

30. There is one similarity in every mother—they can’t help nagging _____. 

31. What is the special _____ in your cake? It makes the cake totally different from what it was. 

32. Facial expressions sometimes _____ more meanings than spoken words. 

33. I can’s stay in _____ with my brother, who is always moody and irritable. 

 

【B】 A. over and over B made it C. best-selling D. as E. died of 

AB. restricted AC. negative AD. legend AE. talents BC. retiring 

     Michael Jackson, the late king of pop, was born in 1958 into a musical family. In his childhood, 

Michael showed great   34   in music. At the age of six, he started his music career   35   a 

backup singer for his brothers’ band. Soon, his excellent performance earned him the position of the 

lead singer when he was eight years old. 

Later, the band, The Jackson 5, released four singles that all   36   to number one on the 

music charts. However, Michael soon felt   37   and wanted to leave to make his own music. 

Therefore, he quit and in 1979, Michael released his first solo work “Off the Wall,” an instant hit 

selling twenty million copies. His next album “Thriller” in 1982 became the   38   album of all time, 

and about 110 million copies were sold around the world. Back then, MTV rarely featured 

African-American artists, but the 14-minute “Thriller” music video was being broadcast   39   and 

had a great influence on other artists. Michael was also known for his dance moves for the electrifying 

energy and style. The debut of the “Moonwalk” dance was a sensation and it urged everyone to copy it. 

     For the last few years in his life, Michael was troubled by   40   reports, rumors and charges. 

In 2008, Michael announced to have one final tour in 2009 before   41  . On June 25
th

, just a few 

weeks before his first show, however, he   42   a heart attack in his home. With his death, the world 

lost not just a singer but also a pop   43   that influenced an entire generation of people. 

五、閱讀測驗：１０％ 
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     Have you ever wondered why certain people always say they are lucky? Some scientists say the 

secret of being born lucky is a summer birthday. May babies are the most likely to enjoy a lifetime of 

good fortune, a study of 40,000 people has found. The time of year you are born has a lasting influence 

on optimism and whether people think they are lucky, British and Swedish scientists said. 

     May is the luckiest month to be born in, with half of those born then considering themselves 

lucky. October is the least lucky month with only 43 per cent claiming good fortune. 

     The study adds to evidence that luck is not all down to chance, but has something to do with a 

person’s attitude. Another research has shown that whether people think themselves lucky depends 

more on having a “glass half-full” (not “half-empty”) approach to life, than on success. 

     Professor Richard Wiseman, who led the study, said, “Something is influencing how people feel 

about their luck. People create their own luck through their attitude towards life.” “Luck is a 

psychological phenomenon and not a matter of blind chance. One theory is that the temperature at the 

time of birth might have an effect on the development of the brain,” he said. “People born in winter are 

more likely to suffer from depression.” He said another possible reason is that mothers may be in a bad 

mood during winter, which affects their babies. 

     The researchers said their findings were based on statistics only, and would not be true for 

everyone. 

 

44. The birthday may influence the attitude towards life because _____. 

(A) the timing of the birthday decides how fortunate people will be 

(B) the timing of the birthday influences how people feel about good luck 

(C) mothers feel differently in seasons, and their moods influence babies 

(D) mothers teach their babies how to react to difficulties 

45. Having a “glass half-full” approach to life is a quite _____ attitude. 

(A) positive   (B) indifferent  (C) nonsense   (D) frustrating 

46. A man has good luck probably because he _____. 

(A) is born at the right time     (B) turns to the right person for help  

(C) has good parents and lives a wealthy life (D) creates his opportunities due to attitude 

47. Which of the following is INCORRECT according to the passage? 

(A) Not all the people born in October have bad fortune 

(B) Those born in summer reported themselves luckier than those born in winter 

(C) The finding of lucky birthdays was proved by scientific experiments 

(D) The temperature at the time of birth is one reason for good fortune. 

48. What should you avoid doing if you want a lucky baby? 

(A) Have your baby born in summer.  (B) Keep in a blue mood. 

(C) Stay in a place with hot climate.   (D) Look on things in a more bright way. 
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國立關西高中 98 學年度第一學期 綜高二年級 英文科第一次期中考非選試題卷 

（請隨答案卡一併交回） 

六、文意字彙：２０％ 

49. Many people went to California to a    e their gold dreams, but only few of them succeeded. 

50. If you have more c    e, you will feel sure about what you are thinking and what you are saying. 

51. It is absolutely e    l to separate crops from the areas that animals can get in. 

52. My daughter was d    sed as having flu and was advised to take one day off for rest. 

53. During his election c    n, he promised to promote tax cuts in the following years. 

54. Do you believe that there are i    t forms of life on other planets? 

55. Created in the 20
th

 century, the Internet is a _____ (revolve) invention connecting people and 

sharing information. 

56. The police will have to _____ (exam) the gun for fingerprints in order that there may be some 

hints for the murderer. 

57. Lisa thinks it _____ (disgust) to have an experiment with frogs. 

58. Mr. Thompson was under _____ (suspect) of killing his wife, but no evidence was found to prove 

it. Therefore, he was released. 

 

七、整句式翻譯：７％ 

59. 這本小說的結局真是爛到讓我說不出話來了。（3%） 

60. 我情願跟豬生活也不要和像你這樣的人結婚。（4%） 
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